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NEWSLETTER No 24

June 1970

The Club has received the following letter :Dear Sir,
Recently it has been increasingly obvious to us that the arrangements we had with the Forest of
Dean Caving Club to rent our cellars has ceased to be acceptable, because of the standard of behaviour of
the visiting Clubs.
We can no longer tolerate the inconvenience and embarrassment caused between tenants, guests and the
management. In the circumstances we have no alternative but to give you notification to vacate the
premises by June 30th.
Yours Faithfully
Mr F Yeates

Mrs A Yeates

The letter has not been unexpected following some very rowdy behaviour after a Barbeque but it still
comes as a bit of a shock to lose our H Q after over 3 years.
Our sympathies must lie with Mr Yeates who makes his living from tenants and guests at the Castle but it
does leave us with a number of problems. Not only can we no longer provide beds for visiting clubs but we
also lose all our storage and working areas. An extraordinary General Meeting is to be called to discuss the
whole situation but in the meantime, members might like to think of alternatives.
The behaviour of most clubs visiting the Castle has been good but one club in particular was responsible
for bringing down a large number of non cavers that started the trouble. Another small incident by a club
was entirely due to a misunderstanding and it is difficult to attach any blame to them.
Ian Standing has now moved into the Forest to live and Coleford will soon have its own dentist. He is not
open for business yet but his address is :Rock House
Bowens Hill
Coleford

Tel - Coleford 2510.

Female members of the club should be very wary of the lock on the ladies toilet door at the Butchers Arms.
Last club meeting saw a protracted rescue operation and it is still not clear as to how the two male members
also got locked in at the same time.
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The club lost another old friend last month with the death of Jack Gratton. He was the area Youth
Education Officer and did much to encourage the club in its early years. It was due to his efforts that we
obtained a grant for equipment and were able to construct ladders that helped the club so much. At one
time we even held a committee meeting in his office and that is an experience that no non-caver should be
subjected to. He will be missed by many in the area.
The committee has carefully considered the application of a new member and has decided to admit him to
club membership. He is :Malcolm Sterry
9 Oakhill Road
Mitcheldean
Glos
Two unfortunate incidents involving non-cavers have been witnessed recently by club members.
The first involved five car loads and a Dormobile full of 12 to 15 year olds, in all about 25, going down Old
Ham Mine without helmets and very few lights. It turned out that they were a London Youth Club visiting
a Cheltenham Youth Group ( Crusaders Youth Club ) and a member of the Cheltenham group had decided
to ‘ give them a good time ‘. When asked what they thought they were up to, the leader said that they had
approval for the trip from both Coleford Police and the Forest of Dean Caving Club. Coleford Police took
a very dim view when told and referred the group to the Education Authorities who published a warning
about Youth Club caving in their Forest area magazine ’ Scope ’.
The second incident involved about 30 geologists thought to come from Abergavenny area in Old Bow
Mine. John Elliott saw them disappear into the mine with their little hammers, to emerge some time later
with large samples of calcite. One was even heard to say that his lump would look nice on his rockery.
Neither of the above groups has any rights to enter the mines and club members should be prepared to
challenge non-cavers and point out that they are trespassing on farmers ground.
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ODDS AND SODS FROM THE FOREST
Most of the activity in the Forest in the past few weeks has centred around the Lambs quay - Old Bow
mines following the discovery of the through route. An Old Bow - Lambs quay - Old Ham Mine trip now
seems probable and much work has taken place towards Old Ham. The Baileys are surveying the route as
they go and much to everyone’s surprise, it seems to tie in with the old miners maps.
Cliff Seymour discovered a major extension in the route last month and the Baileys found an almost
perfectly preserved Billy Catcher. A small in-filled shaft has been found underground with a bird skeleton
nearby and a fire hearth complete with wood also.
The planned all day dig in Coldwell Swallett didn’t come off as the weather was too nice to venture into
cold damp caves. Instead, a surprisingly large party dug half heartedly in J-D-J Dig while an even larger
party diverted streams and slowly acquired sun tans. The dig was notable for the lack of progress and the
large number of tadpoles and fresh water shrimps.
Coldwell was looked at for a short time and appears to have wintered well. A lot of silt has washed back in
but the main water channel is still clear. Perhaps when summer activities have fallen off we might arrange
another try at it.
Symonds Yat Swallet is still being dug by B U S S and they are making quite good progress in a rather
dodgy dig. The last information was that they are 53 ft in and can see on for about another 4 to 5 ft.
Phils fossils that he found on Dunn Pit bottom has been identified by Mr Cave of the Wilderness Field
Study Centre as being nearest to Straparollus Pentangulatus - one of the few gastropods which appear to
exist from the carboniferous period. The ring itself is the cast left by the shell and the true shape of the
outside can be seen by careful examination of the gap between the ring and the surrounding rock.
The main calcite flow in Old Ham is very dirty as someone appears to have deliberately walked up and
down it. Attempts to wash off the dirt have not been very successful.
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The summer has cleared all the bats out of the mines during normal caving hours and recent trips into Ham
and Bow have failed to turn up a single bat.
The water levels in the mines are on the retreat , and, with luck, we might just have an abnormally low
water table next winter. It only needs a drop of a few more feet than last year and the Wigpool round trip
might be possible again.
An attempt was made last month to have some ladder practice in Staunton Pit Shaft. The shaft is known to
have been about 120 ft deep originally but is now around 80 ft to the infill. Roger, Malcolm, Alan and
Geoff turned up but all were defeated by powerful fumes of sheep which now line the bottom. Roger did
manage to get within about 10 ft of the bottom and found a life-line a very definite necessity.
The last newsletter maligned the Forestry Commission unjustly as C P G members contacted them and
found that it wasn’t them that filled in Sopers Pot. Roger reports a bit of a mystery as it would appear that
some work had been done in the Pot prior to it being filled in.
Anyway, Sopers is now open again ( NGR. 55761408 ) and no doubt work will continue.
Pete Brown and I took advantage of the fine weather on a recent Sunday to take a ride out around the Wye
Valley to look for sinks and risings and to ‘ exercise the dog ‘.
The O S map shows streams sinking or culverted behind both Llandogo and Tintern so these were looked
at first. The one behind Llandogo was found to go underground at exactly where the map showed but then
we looked on the other side of the road where the culvert emerged and found the unmapped portion going
down to the river. Cross off number one.
The stream behind Tintern was even easier to cross off as the portion not on the map had large ‘ No
Fishing’
Notices and a multiple of little boys with string and bent pins all blissfully unaware that their stream didn’t
exist.
Ken and June have discovered that there is a very good weather forecasting service available in Gloucester.
This is not the pre-recorded type but particular forecasts for individual areas. Ring Glos 23122.
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WHO’s - WHO
Who nearly did Ogof Rhydd Sych ?
Who fought over a little basket ?
Who had their hand held ?
Who suffered from a muddy Tooth ?
Who organised an early start at Coldwell Swallet ?
Who passed a driving test ?
Who attended a committee meeting a week early - again ?
Who unzipped a female and damaged a finger ?
Who are four pin heads in the club ?
Who had his passage blocked by a bat ?
Who was chased by a giant fish - and found his own fins a disadvantage ?
Who nearly got up and sang ?
Who was very glad that he didn’t get up and sing ?
Who are the clubs law breakers that drive about splashing mud on other road users ?
Who built sand castles ?
Who arrived at Oxwich by helicopter - we thought ?
Who offered the Fire Brigade water ?
Who wanted to keep the 5/- levy - this year ?
Who couldn’t brew his tea on the beach ?
Who abandoned his passengers ?
Who wears ear plugs to bed ?

JUNE COMMITTEE MEETING
Together with the rest of the politicians trying to justify their existence, the committee have decided to
publish the contents - or most of them - of the minutes of committee meetings. Here for your edification is
the basic contents of the minutes of the last meeting.
Matters from previous minutes :Jim Hay gave a short report on the Cambrian Conference, in particular, the possible loss of O F D to
quarrying.
Finance :The treasurer reported that the club had £48 - 4 - 11d in hand at present. This was only just enough to see
the club through on basic expenses for the rest of the year.
Newsletter :As well as the normal contents of the newsletter, it was decided to publish the minutes of committee
meetings in an effort to keep members more in touch with club policy.
Van :There had been no further progress on the van gearbox.
Cave Rescue Group A G M :The forthcoming A G M was discussed generally and some thought was given to the possible make up of
the new committee.
Old Ham Entrance :Some farm work had taken place in Old Ham entrance ( tree felling ) and it was thought that there was a
possibility that the farmer might be prepared to fill it in.
Ray Wright was to be informed as he is the mine owner. ( Since the meeting, the work has been completed
and the fence replaced )
Social :As there are no parties arranged for the near future, it was decided to arrange a social at the castle for
Friday 12th June. Beer, sausages or hot dogs were suggested.
New members :The application for membership by M Sterry was accepted. Applications by S Bevan and J Hewitt were
deferred until the next committee meeting.
B S A Conference :Some consideration was given to a club stand at the conference but it was decided to leave the decision
until the availability of photo’s was known.

AOB
Members were concerned about the number of Youth Club members entering the Mines. It was agreed that
the secretary would draft out a letter to the county Education Authorities pointing out the risks these parties
were running.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
B S A Bulletin No 85 April 1970 :Recent developments in Peak Cavern
Underground stone quarries near Hawes
Fault Pot
Reports on various progress
Some thoughts on the three counties system
B S A Conference details. 11 - 13th Sept. Notts. Univ .
Provisional details of talks :Pierre St. Martin
Mining In Yorkshire
Geomorphology of the Astrakas
Plateau ( Pindus Mountains Chaulk Mines )
Discovery and Exploration

D Gill
C Carlisle

Chelsea S S

Photo salon :Both the black and white and the slides sections are to be further split into three sections each with a £2
prize for the winner in each section. The sections will be :Action

Record

A further prize of £5 will be awarded to the club with the best stand.
Orpheus Caving Club Newsletter Vol - 6, No 5 May 1970
Trips reports on O F D
Kingsdale Valley Entrance
Swisto Hole
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Pictorial

Water tracing of the Severn Tunnel Great Spring by D P Drew, M D Newson and D I Smith
Reprint from U B S S Proceedings.
The article deals with the history of the Severn Tunnel with particular reference to the breaking into the
Great Spring. It is of interest to club members as it covers a good deal of the drainage patterns in the
Chepstow area. As a resurgence, the Great Spring is one of the largest with an original flow rate estimated
at 20 million gallons per day. The water has been traced to the sinks behind Chepstow.
Porth yr Ogof, Breconshire by P A Standing & O C Lloyd M D ( with a report on the Geomorphology of
the cave by M D Newson B Sc )
Reprint from U B S S Proceedings Vol 12 No 2 1970.
This is a fine little publication covering all aspects of Porth yr Ogof and of interest to anyone that has caved
in this cave. The publication contains a full description of the cave including a survey at the back and gives
some of the interesting early history of it. Seven photo’s of the cave are included and the survey shows a
total passage length of 1.38 miles.
The publications costs only 5/- and is available from the Hon Librarian.
UBSS
University Road
Bristol BS8 1SP

Due to a shortage of time, a number of trip reports and articles have been left until the next newsletter.

Roger Bailey
Hon Secretary
Roger Bailey
Rose Cottage
Aston Crews
Lea
Nr Ross-on-Wye
Hfds

Editor
Jim Hay
10 Park Walk
Chase Park
Ross-on-Wye
Hfds
Tel Ross 3924
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